
 

PRICELIST 2021
IN EURO, T.V.A. INCLUDED

PRICE LIST 2021
IN EURO, T.V.A. INCLUDED

Cruise configuration
WEEK: 7 nights (W). Check-in: from 3 to 6 pm on the starting day. Check-out: by 9 on the last day.

WEEKEND: 3 nights (WE). Check-in: on Friday from 3 to 6 pm. Check-out: on Sunday at 6 pm or Monday by 9 am.
SHORT WEEK: 4 nights (SW).Check-in: on Monday from 3 to 6 pm. Check-out: on Friday by 9 am.

EXTRA DAY: 1 night. On demand.

OUT AND BACK CRUISE
CHIOGGIA - CHIOGGIA.  Available for all boat models. Cruise duration: week, short week and weekend. Starting
days: Friday, Saturday and Monday.
MARANO L. - MARANO L. Available for the boat model NCF First. Cruise duration: week, short week and weekend.
Starting days: Friday and Monday.

ONE WAY CRUISE
CHIOGGIA - MARANO L. or MARANO L. - CHIOGGIA.  Available for the boat model NCF First. Cruise duration:
week and short week. Starting days: Friday and Monday. (See General conditions, clause 7).

SPECIAL HOLIDAYS AND WEEKENDS

Price calculation: 4/7
of the weekly price

5/7
of the weekly price

6/7
of the weekly price

Easter Fri 02nd (15-18) - Mon 05th April (18) Thu 01st (15-18) - Mon 05th April (18)

Ascension Day Fri 14th (15-18) - Sun 16th May (18) Thu 13th (15-18) - Sun 16th May (18) Wed 12th (15-18) - Sun 16th May (18)

Pentecost Fri 21st (15-18) - Sun 23rd May (18) Thu 20th (15-18) - Sun 23rd May (18) Wed 19th (15-18) - Sun 23rd May (18)

Redentore Fri 16th (15-18) - Sun 18th July (18) - -

CHARTERBOAT.IT
Italian passion for houseboating

Permanent ofers
  combinable up to 25%

LONG DURATION CRUISES
-3% for 10-13 day cruise

-5% for 2 week cruise or longer

EARLY BOOKING
-15% for at least one week holiday booked

before november 15th 2020

-10% for at least one week holiday booked
between november 16th to december 31st 2020

-7% for at least one week holiday booked
between january 1st to january 31st 2021

-5% for at least one week holiday booked at
least 90 days before departure

'SPECIAL TWO' DISCOUNT
-10% on board the boat models NCF First, NCF Twins, Tip

Top, Tip Top L if occupied by 2 people

'SPECIAL FAMILY' DISCOUNT
-10% on board the boat models NCF First, NCF Twins, Tip
Top, Tip Top L if occupied by 2 adults and kids under 18



Prices
When a holiday overlapses two tariff periods, the price is calculated prorata taking the number of days in each period.

Off-season rentals will be assessed on request.

19.03.21 - 01.04.21
15.10.21 - 01.11.21

02.04.21 - 13.05.21
01.10.21 -14.10.21

14.05.21 - 17.06.21
10.09.21 - 30.09.21

18.06.21 - 15.07.21
27.08.21 - 09.09.21

16.07.21 - 26.08.21

W SW WE W SW WE W SW WE W SW WE W SW WE

NCF Suite 1.232 704 616 1.386 792 693 1.554 888 777 1.736 992 868 1.890 1.080 945

NCF First 1.358 776 679 1.554 888 777 1.736 992 868 1.918 1.096 959 2.100 1.200 1.050

NCF Twins 1.428 816 714 1.610 920 805 1.806 1.032 903 2.002 1.144 1.001 2.212 1.264 1.106

Tip Top 2.212 1.264 1.106 2.576 1.472 1.288 2.870 1.640 1.435 3.192 1.824 1.596 3.486 1.992 1.743

Tip Top L 2.730 1.560 1.365 3.122 1.784 1.561 3.486 1.992 1.743 3.850 2.200 1.925 4.200 2.400 2.100

RENTAL PRICES INCLUDE RENTAL PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE

 The boat and its equipment
 Crockery and cutlery 
 Pillows, blankets, bed linen and towels
 Insurance, technical assistance 7/7 days
 Cruising instructions on the day of departure  
 Advised itineraries
 Mooring in RVF's private landing-places 

 The security deposit and the consumable deposit
 Consumables: 9-20 € hourly (*)  
 Generator 220 V (only where installed): 4,00 €/ hour (*)
 Cancellation  plan,  optional  (4%  of  the  hire  price,  see

general conditions of hire)   
 One way supplement: 130,00 € 

(*) Rates could change automatically if the price of the diesel exceeds 1,70 € / litre

Supplements and extras
to be paid on the starting day

Deposit
Damage waiver Reduced 

deposit
Consumable

depositUp to 7 days Extra day

NCF Suite 1.200 105 15 500 250

NCF First 1.200 105 15 500 250

NCF Twins 1.200 105 15 500 250

Tip Top 1.500 133 19 500 250

Tip Top L 2.000 196 28 500 350

OPTIONAL SERVICES

 Final cleaning: from 80 € to 90 €  Bike: 7 €/day

 Car park: 8 €/day  Car transfer: 100 € 

 Water chart: from 10 € to 18 €  Crew transfer: on demand

 Pet on board: 40 €  Barbecue: 15 €/week

 Wi-Fi: from 30 €  Shopping list: on demand

 Row tender: 15 €/day (min. 7 days)  Skipper: on demand

 Early check-in: 50 €

  All inclusive package
It gives you, at a lower price, access to the following services: damage waiver, consumables, final cleaning, a

waterway guide, either the car parking or a bike on choice.



General conditions 2021

1. The Hirer “boat captain” must be over 18 years old. Acceptable document will be required to show identity at the embarkation. The hirer shall
be responsible for all what is entrusted to him (the boat, its equipment and also for his crew and anyone on board). Rendez vous Fantasia (now on
RVF) reserves the right to refuse to hand over a boat to any hirer who, is not suitable to take charge of  it.
2. Booking/Payment: booking is: confirmed by payment of the down-payment and once the Hirer has read, signed and returned the booking form
and hire conditions; completed by payment of the balance (at least 30 days before the departure day).
3. Cancellation plan. To be undersigned at the reservation. Its object is to guarantee the refund of the hire charge, paid to RVF, to the policy
holder as foreseen in Item (5) “Cancellation by the Hirer”. This plan is valid if the Hirer cancels the cruise BEFORE ARRIVAL because of one of
the following reasons: illness, serious accident, death of the policy holder or one of his parents or children, serious damage to his first house, and
loss of job and extraordinary work changes. The plan guarantees all the members of the party whose names are listed in the booking form. In
case of cancellation RVF shall refund the total hire charge to the policy holder. The cancellation premium and the dossier sum of  250 Euro is not
refundable.
4. Cancellation by RVF. If RVF can not provide the Hirer with the booked boat because of unforeseeable circumstances, it undertakes to use all
means at its disposal to obtain a boat of similar capacity and standard to that initially hired. If it is not possible RVF will refund the total hire charge.
5. Cancellation by the Hirer: if you wish to cancel your reservation you should notify RVF immediately by phone with subsequent confirmation in
writing. The penalties are as follows: up to 30 days prior to departure, the amount paid as down-payment; less than 30 days prior to departure, the
entire hire fee will be due. 
These penalties may be reimbursed, except for the fixed cost for the dossier amount of Euro 250 if: you have undersigned and paid for the
cancellation plan (3); the boat has been re-hired to others.
6. Modification of the booking. Each modification of the booking by the renter as from the confirmation date until 8 weeks before departure date
will be billed 100 €. Within 8 weeks before date of embarkation, any modification of cruise will have to be submitted to the RVF’s approval.
7.  One way cruise. RVF undertakes, as far as possible, to respect the cruise configuration confirmed to the Customer at the signing of the
contract, however the booking of a 'one way' cruise can never be totally guaranteed and the embarkation and disembarkation bases may be
subject to variations up to 48 hours before embarkation. The reversal of the cruise direction or the modification of a "one way" cruise into an "out
and back" cruise by RVF, can not in any case cause cancellation by the Lessee. The "one way" supplement will be refunded if the cruise is
changed from "one way" to "out and back".
8. Insurances. The insurance includes the accidental damage to the boat, to its equipment and the to Hirer’s third party liability (only for boats
owned RVF),  transport  to  hospital  in case of accident  or  disease,  and boat  recovering.  The insurance does not  cover  the Hirer’s personal
belongings and RVF is not responsible in case of theft, loss or damage of the Hirer’s personal belongings. 
9. Deposit. A refundable damage deposit must be paid by credit card (Visa or Mastercard) on the departure day, upon arrival. The deposit will be
held in trust of the payment of what is due by the boat captain in case of accident, loss or damages, exclusions from the insurance guarantees, for
max 21 days. It is possible to request and to pay a supplementary insurance on the day of departure to reduce the deposit amount.(Amount of
deposit or reduced deposit as in price list).
10. Assistance/Accident. The hire price includes breakdown assistance. RVF commits itself to ensure assistance in the best way and in the
shortest time. Just for interventions due to the negligence of the renter (i.e. toilet clogging, bow thruster fuse burning, a.s.o) or in case of running
aground, the renter shall pay a refund. The renter undertakes to report immediately, by phone, to RVF any accident or breakdown in which he/she
is involved and to abstain from any unnecessary or not urgent initiatives. The renter shall have no claims against RVF as a result of any grounding
or breakdown or failure of the boat’s engine or equipment. RVF has the right to recover from the renter the expenses incurred to rectify the matter
when breakdown, stranding or failure are due to the negligence of the renter.
11. Embarkation.  The boat is at the renter's disposal from 3 to 6 pm on the agreed day. The dispatch of the following formalities will be effected
according to the customers order of arrival: registration of the captain’s document; security deposit and payment of balance and further extras;
signing the inventory of the equipment in the boat and boat control; technical instructions for the use of all the equipment on the boat; explanation
of  navigation limits and routes;  obligations  and navigation  suggestions;  short  demonstration tour.  According  to our staff  availability  on your
embarkation day, it is possible to anticipate the check in starting from 11 o'clock paying an additional fee of  50 €
12. Disembarkation. The boat must be returned to RVF at the end of the cruise tidy and in good working condition, at the agreed place and time.
The renter undertakes to report any equipment lost, broken or any damages. Every dent or abrasion on the hull shall be strictly picked out. RVF
reserves the right to recover from the renter any expenses which it has incurred as a result of an abandonment of the boat during the cruise. In
case of late return the RVF has the right to invoice a half or a whole day of location. The return to the base for the overnight stay is recommended
the night before.
13. Term of use. RVF undertakes to give necessary information and adequate use and navigation instructions (also practical) before sailing off.
The hirer must follow the waterway regulations (river, channels, lagoon, and coast). The hirer must cruise within the limits indicated either by the
R.V.F. or by the authorities. The navigation is allowed within the first 500 meters and not over 1 sea mile from the sea coast (only for authorized
boats). It is forbidden: navigation and stop off at sea by night; to tow the boat, to sublet or to lend it, to moor in places not authorized, in landing
stages “ACTV”; to anchor in ship-canals; navigation with bad weather conditions; the navigation in the Canal Grande, in the internal channels of
Venice, Giudecca, Murano, Burano, Torcello and Lido.
14. Impracticable navigation. If exceptional events make cruising difficult or impossible so that the hirer can not sail for 48 hours or longer, the
paid hire charge will be valid for another vacation according to availability (only for boats owned by RVF). 
15. Interruption or limitation of navigation along inland waterways for technical reasons, administrative police, strikes, floods or lean rivers, bad
weather, and for any other circumstance beyond RVF' control, will not give the right to any reimbursement, even if this happens after the choice of
the itinerary by the Hirer and the signing of the contract.
16. Pets. Pets are welcome on the boat but the user shall not utilize in no way the equipment aboard for the pet. All requirements for the pet must
be brought by the owner. A lump sum (as in the price list) must be paid by the hirer on the departure day to cover additional expenses due to
additional cleaning that the presence of a pet in boat entails.
17. Privacy. The personal data of the Lessee (name, surname, address, telephone number, etc) will be processed in compliance with current EU
legislation on the protection of personal data.

The venue for any proceedings hereunder shall lie in Venice (Italy)

   

RENDEZ VOUS FANTASIA S.R.L.
VIA ROMA 1445,  30015 CHIOGGIA, VENICE (ITALY)

TEL. +39 041 5510400
INFO@CHARTERBOAT.IT       WWW.CHARTERBOAT.IT
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